Fintushel and Stern have defined invariants for certain homology 3-spheres which, if positive, show that the homology 3-sphere cannot bound a positive definite 4-manifold with no 2-torsion in its first homology. In this note a numbertheoretic formula is given for these invariants. It is used to show that all members of certain families of Brieskorn varieties have the same invariants, and hence exhibit the same nonbounding when one of the invariants is positive.
1. A formula for the Fintushel-Stern invariant. In [FS1] an invariant R(ax,..., an) was defined for a Brieskorn variety M(ax, ...,an) and was used to show that when this invariant was positive the Brieskorn variety could not bound a positive definite 4-manifold with no 2-torsion in its first homology. In [FL] the invariant was extended for other Euler classes to an invariant R(ax,..., an; I) and it was shown that if this invariant is positive for some / and certain additional conditions are satisfied, then the same conclusion holds. In the course of investigating the application of this extended invariant, we noticed a pattern in the examples which occurred. This suggested that for small enough /, the invariant R is constant on a family of Brieskorn varieties where the last entry is changed by adding multiples of the product of the other entries, i.e., a'n = an + kbn, where bn = ax ■ • ■ an_x. In this note we will prove this result by giving a number-theoretic formula for the cotangent sums which are part of the index R. This formula can be considered a generalization of the formula given for the index when / = 1 in [NZ] . In fact our argument will follow their argument closely. We will also note some properties of the p. invariant on these families.
We first review the computational methods given in [NZ] . Associated with M(ax,..., an) are pairs (a¡, b¡), where b¡ is the product of the a} with j =£ i. There is a unique number bf with 0 < bf < a¡ so that b¡bf s 1 mod a¡. Define bL = T.b*/a¡ -1/a, where a is the product of all the a¡. Note 1 < 6L < n -1. This will be the middle number in a plumbing diagram with all positive entries (and signature = rank -2). It is related to the middle number -bNZ of the negative definite plumbing diagram given in [NZ] by bNZ = n -bL. In terms of our bL, their formula for 7? when / = 1 becomes (2n -3) -2bL. Our general formula will be R(ax,...,a",/)»»(« -3) -2bLl2 + T. N(a¡, 6,; /) , where N(a¡, b¡\ I) will involve solutions to congruences mod a, and divisibility by a¡. (1) S(a; r, s; I) = 8(a, rs*,l,s*l) by reindexing. Thus the computation of the cotangent sums in R( X, e) in [FS1] will follow from our formula below for the case where s = 1.
(2) 8(a; r, r) = 8(a; r, r; 1) = 8(a; 1,1, r*) (3) 8(a; r, s; I) only depends on r, s, I mod a.
Proposition. 8(a; b,l;l) = N(a, b; I) -2b*l2/a.
Proof. As in [NZ] one makes the substitution t = exp(2irix), so cot(wx) = i(r + 1)/(t -1) and sin2™ = -\r~\r -l)2. Thus
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We will separate off the last term and concentrate on showing the sum above is N(a,b;l) . Finally, let us observe that the term -2bLl2 is unchanged in the formula for R when we replace an by a'n. We have already noted the b* remain unchanged. Thus we just have to compare the differences \/a -b*/a" and l/(a + pb2) -b'*/(a" + pb"). From the argument above b'"* = b* + mp where b"b* = man + 1.
This completes the proof that R(ax,...,a";l) = R(ax,... ,a"^x,an + pax ■■■ an_x;l) for / < a".
These indices do differ when l>an. Calculations suggest R(ax,...,a";l)> R(ax,...,an_x,an+ pax ■■■ a"_x) for all /.
We conclude from this that if R is positive for a particular Euler class for one term in the family, it will be positive for succeeding terms as long as / < an. If I2/a < 4/max(a,), the positivity gives a contradiction to bounding a positive definite manifold with no 2-torsion in Hx-in short, M is non-PD bounding (cf. [FL, Corollary 1] ). When l2/a > 4/max(a,), the analysis becomes more delicate as one also has to check whether an invariant p,(/b(, 1; /) > I2/a for all ; = 1,..., « (cf. [FL, Corollary 2] ). If not (in which case we will call the bundle determined by / reducible) then we cannot get a contradiction even if R > 0. (Reducibility can vary over members of the family even though 7? is constant. Note that the range where we need not check for reducibility is constant (l2/bn < 4) if a" = max(a,) but varies if an i= max(a,).)
As an example, consider M(3, 14, 37). For /2/42 < 4, R is negative. R(3,14,37; 13) = 1 but the bundle is reducible. However, R(3,14,37; 16) = 1 and p,(42,l; 16) > 256/1554 for all i and so we can conclude M(3,14,37) is non-PD bounding. What readers may be most interested in, however, is seeing why a given Brieskorn variety cannot bound an acyclic (or contractible) manifold. For M(3,14, 37) , this could be seen using the mu invariant a ¥= 0. If one wanted an example with a = 0, the natural place to look would be the next member M(3,14,79) of the family since the mu invariant alternates on this family and so ^(3,14,79) = 0. Unfortunately, for each / with R > 0 (e.g. / = 13, 16) the bundle is reducible.
However, one can form the family M(3,14 + 237/?, 79) on which p, = 0. Here 13 < 14 implies R(3, 251, 79; 13) = R(3,14, 79; 13) = R(3,14, 37; 13) = 1 and 169/237 < 4 so we do not have to check for reducibility. Thus M(3,251,79) has mu invariant 0 and is non-PD bounding.
Remark. We note the behavior of the mu invariant on a family. For notational convenience we assume an< bn = ax ■ ■ ■ an_x, and denote the family as Mk = (ax,... 
